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CHA?TER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE PROBLEM 
The Christchurch City Council is upgrading their 
co-ordinated traffic signal cont~ol svstero to allow a mora 
fle:.-.~i.ble rn,.2thod of cor,t.i-·ol1ir;~)' u.r·.bu.·,; tr·offic flows. E.·:;sentio.ll!-,.i 
the upgrade consists of replacing the existing master controller 
with a minicomputer data ~oncentrator, and the introduction. of 
microprocessor based devices tn interface between the data 
concentrator and the existing signal installation hardware. 
F :i £1U. r·e 1 . 1 sh.OhJ·;:. the e:.\~i -:;. t.:i n9 t r·o ff :i. c cont. r·o 1 ·:;ys:. tern. 
This project deals with one specific aspect of the upgrade. 
nomely the design of the protocol for the coMmunication links 
between the data conceritrator and the network of microprocessor 
based devices. In assisting with this upgrade I was responsible 
for the design of the protocol, while Council Engineers managed 
the hardware design and selection for the new system. 
1.2 WHAT IS A PROTOCOL? 
A protocol is a set of rules which specify the format and 
relative timing of messages between two communicating processes. 
A protocol is also known as a Control Procedure or a Line 
Di'::::.cipline. ( C 8 J ) 
McNamara ( C7J pp 191-192 ) defines the following as the 
main communication system problem areas which the rules of a 
protocol should solve. 
1. Error Control - The protocol should have a policy for dealing 
both with messages that have errors detected in them and with 
messages which are cotrect. 
2. Sequence Control - Messaaes should. be marked in such a way 
that they can be properly id~ntified. This helps to avoid 
duplicate messages and can be used to avoid sequencing 
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oroblems between stations. 
Trunsparencu - The transmission of information, containing 
bit ~atter~s resembling control characters. in such a way 
that the receiver of the information does not identify the 
bit pattern as a control character. 
4. Timeout Control - When a receiving station does not respond 
to a message from a transmitter station within a certain time 
oeriod the receiver is said to have 'timed-out'. Timeout 
contt·ol is the action to be taken by the transmitter in this 
situation. 
5. Startup Control - Starting the transmission of messages in a 
communication system that has been idle. 
The design of the protocol for this network involved 
considering each of the above problems and the methods available 
for solving them. 
1.3 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
To aid with the understanding of the project, this section 
gives an overview of the proposed system. Figure 1.2 shows a 
block diagram of the new traffic control system while figure 1.3 
shows the main hardware components of the new system. A 
description of each major compohent follows -
1. HOST COMPUTER - A PDP11/40 minicomputer which is the master 
computer (HOST) for the new system. 
~ 
L. 
Features -
- 124K words of memory 
- 27.5 megabytes of on-line disk storage 
- magnetic tape unit 
- 7 VDU'S and 6 printers 
- IAS Operating system V3.0 
The HOST is responsible for running the entire traffic 
signal control system and is also used for system development 
work and data processing for the City Engineer's department. 
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installations around the city. In addition, should the HOST 
be non-operational, th~ data concentrator will be capable of 
running the traffic signal control system temporarily, 
according to simplified versions of algorithms used in the 
HOST. 
Features -
- 28K words of memory 
- 0.5 M bytes of ~n-line floppy disk storage 
- RSX11-S Operating system V2.2 
3. LOCAL CONTROLLER SUPERVISOR CLCS) A Motorola M6802 
4. 
microprocessor based device which supervises the operation of 
a local controller at a particular intersection. The LCS 
resides in the local controller cabinet. 
LCSs receive messages from the data concentrator. A 
message can instruct the LCS to perform one of several tasks. 
These include reading the traffic counters and sending the 
data back to the data concentrator, issuing a signal to the 
local controller to c~ange a phase at an intersection,. or 
reporting the hardware status of the local controller and/or 
LCS. 
Each LCS contains 4K bytes of RAM and 1K bytes of 
UV-EPRON. · The RAM must be loaded from the data concentrator 
with traffi·c control programs which can be run by the control 
centre at the operator's recruest. The EPROM will contain a 
basic communication package and a collection of commonly used 
subroutines. 
LOCAL CONTROLLER - The 
device which changes 
requested by the LCS. 
local 
the 
controller is the electronic 
phases at an intersection, when 
If the LCS fails, either throuah a hardware or software 
fault or a power failure, the local controller automatically 
takes control of phase changing at the intersection, basing 
it's decisions on a simple system of time delays and vehicle 
detection. The local controller is said to have gone into 
IVA (Independent Vehicle Actuation) mode. In this mode, the 
operation of the signal installation is independent of any 
other installation. 
5. DZ11 MULTIPLEXORS - The DZ11 is an asynchronous multiplexor 
that provides an interface between a PDP-11 processor and 
eight asynchronous communication links. In this network each 
DZ11 will interface eight LCS's to the data concentrator. 
The DZ11, because of it's placement between the parallel 
data path of the PDP-11 Unibus and the serial data paths or 
the links to the LCSs, must be able to convert between the 
two data formats. Detailed technical information on the DZli 
can be found in reference C3J. 
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6. Communication links - The communication lines .between a DZ11 
and an LCS will be 20 milliamp twisted pair cables. The Tx 
loop carries the signal from the DC to an LCS while the Rx 
lbop carries the signal from the LCS to the DC. All links 
will operate at 1200 baud. 
7. MIMIC DISPLAY - A 
spanning all 
controlled. 
wall 
those 
mounted map 
intersections 
of Christchurch City 
which are computer 
The mimic will display visually, via LEDs, 
each of the intersections currently linked 
Status information will be available for 
hardware as well as the estimated speeds 
traffic passing through an intersection. 
the status of 
to computer. 
intersection 
and volumes of 
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CHAPTER 2 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE PRESENT SYSTEM 
This chapter outlines the study made of the existing system. 
~n estimate the data message flows in the planned network. Flow 
information defined the message handling requirements which the 
protocol had to meet. 
It became obvious, early in the study, that the most 
commonly issued messages would be those concerned with setting 
phases and reading traffic counte~s. These messages were 
therefore more closely investigated. A description of how 
frequency data was obtained for these message types follows. 
2. 1 'SET PHASE' MESSAGES 
'Set phase~ messages are presently issued by the-HOST to the 
DMiO. Under normal operating conditions the flow of 'set phase' 
messages will be from the HOST to the DC to LCSs. 
A diagnostic task •. SIGDMP, was available which recorded the 
issuing of 'set phase' messages by the HOST. The number of 
messages in ~ny given time interval varies with the time of do~ 
and prevailing city traffic conditions. Generally speaking, as 
traffic intensity increases. the time between phase changes 
becomes longer and duririg slack periods the phases are changed 
more frequently. 
A worst case figure for the number of phase set messsages on 
the DC-LCS linki was therefore obtained by running SIGDMP, during 
the traffic plan OFFPEAK1. Durincr OFFPEAK1 the full cucle of 
phases at all computer controll;d intersections is compieted in 
the shortest possible time. 
The present system contains inefficiencies which were 
revealed by this study; namely that local controllers in IVA 
mode receive a phase set command every second during a cycle. If 
this inefficency were removed then the number of 'set phase' 
messages on the DC-LCS links would be approximately halved. 
Figure 2. 1 shows the distribution of 'set phase' messages 
for traffic plans of different cycle length. In the upper 
diQgram the cycle length is 45 seconds and ~ ~ sites are in IVA 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE PRESENT SYSTEM PAGE 9 
mode, while in the lower diagram the cycle length is 60 seconds 
and no sites are in IVA mode. 
'Status return' messages from the LCS to the DC would be 
exoected to have a similar distribution to phase set messages 
since there will be approximately a one-to-one correspondence 
between 'set phase' and 'status return' messages. 
2.2 COUNTER SITE SERVICING 
In the present system the HOST reads the triple-loop 
surveillance site counters directly via hardware. In the new 
s~stem on additional set of counters will have to be read. These 
are connected to the 30-metre detectors, which lie on the 
approaches to all controlled intersections. It is intended that 
in the new system the HOST will issue 'read counter' messages to 
the DC which will oass the message to on LCS. Tho LCS will read 
the counters and send a messacre back to the DC, which will pass 
the mes~age to the HOST. 
Counter service messages are issued at 
positions within a traffic plan cycle. Once 
which cycles in the shortest time was considered, 
co ·::.e f i9·u r·e. 
ce·r-to.in f i~'~ed. 
0.go.ir" the plo.n 
to ni\Je o. '/·Jorst 
It wo.s neces~ory to look at all counting 
each, to work DUt where in the cycle sampling 
distribution of counter service messages over 
then be obtained. 
sites ond, fc)r· 
would occur. The 
the cycle could 
In the new system a limit will be imposed on the number of 
/read counter' messo.ges issued, since otherwise there will be too 
much data to be processed by the HOST. A realistic estimate of 
the maximum number of counter service messages is thought tv 
Council Traffic Engineers to be 11 messages per second. 
The response to 'read counter' messag~s in the new system is 
expected to have a similar distribution since the two messages 
are directly related. 
2.3 COMBINED MESSAGE FLOWS 
Figure 2.2 shows the estimated average message ro.tes in the 
network. It must be remembered that the numbers shown in this 
figure are only estimates of the avero.ge numbers of messages 
issued per second, during the traffic plan of shortest cycle 
length. The actuo.l message flows which will occur on the links 
will only be known with certainty when the system is in 
operation. This is because of the unknown but presumably complex 
interactions which exist between the DC, the HOST and the LCS's 
and also the inability to predict the degree to which 
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asynchronous operations will overlap in time. 
CHf'~PTER 3 
ERROR CONTROl_ 
This chapter discusses the different techniques of error 
control available and describes an experiment made to test the 
quality of the links to be used in the network. 
~. 1 ERROR CONTROL METHODS 
The hardware f~cilities in this network have. built into 
them, several features to help guard against data transmiision 
errors. These include optical isolators and various line filters 
o ·::. t,,, e ll o ·::. par :1. t ~r .. f r· •::~ rr1 in ;;_r on d over r u. n c h '"'' c k ::. o n o. 1 1 c h o. l~ c\ c t. e ·,-. ·:. 
received. 
Although hardware techniques can afford protection to a 
communication link, there should also be provisions in the the 
protocol for detecting and correcting errors. 
There are two broad categories of error control mentioned in 
the literature ( C2J pp 260-267 ) -
(i) Forward Error Control Sufficient redundan~ data is 
included with the information transmitted to ollow the 
receiver to d~tect an error and to infer the correct 
information from the pattern received. Hence even if the 
message is affected by noise it should~ in theory, only have 
to be transmitted once. 
This method sounds eas~, but in practice there are high 
overheads, as much redundant information needs to be 
transmitted with a message. Another drawback of the method is 
that the decoding of a received message is complex. 
One application where this 
applied is the transmission 
probes to Eo.rth. 
method has been successfully 
of information from deep space 
(ii) Feedback Error Control - Some redundant doto is included 
with the information transmitted to aid with error detection~ 
but the correction of errors is made b~ retrans~ission of the 
message. This method needs less redundant information than 
the forward error control method and is regarded as being more 
ERROR CONTROL PAGE 14 
reliable in the usual communication environments. For these 
reasons, it is the ty~e ~f error control system ad6pted in 
this protocol. 
In recent times there has been much study of efficient 
schemes for detecting errors in transmitted information. 
Some of the better known methods described in the literature 
C1J pp 3-8 and 3-9 ) are as follows -
1. Valid and invalid states - Since n bits can represent 2**n 
combinations then if less than 2**n states are needed to 
represent information, the remaining states can be used to 
detect an invalid state. 
2. Character parity (Vertical Redundancy Check) - By convention 
n-1 bits are used to convey information and another bit 
called the parity bit is appended to these n-1 bits. The 
number of 1 bits in every group of n bits must be either odd 
or even and the parity bit is used to maintain this property. 
If a character is received with wrong parity, it is in error. 
~-\ . 
4. 
The parity check system is not 100% reliable since 
double errors can occur in a character which will cancel each 
other. Parity can only detect errors which affect an· odd 
number of bits but it is a simple method and is often 
implemented by hardware. 
Column oaritu (Lonoitudinal Redundancu Check) Similar to 
charact~r o;rlty -except that this iime the parity check is 
performed on bits in the same column of a message to be 
transmitted. All comments made about character parity apply 
again except that this form of parity is not commonly 
hardware implemented. 
Checksums - The data to be transmitted i~ treated as unsioned 
integers and is summed to produce what is known as-the 
checksum. The checksum is transmitted, along with the 
message, to the receiving station. The receiver receives th2 
message and computes its own checksum which it compares ~ith 
the transmitted checksum. If both are identical then the 
message is assumed to have been received correctly. 
The method is not foolproof as double-bit errors in a 
column can go undetected, but it is still a very practical 
method. 
5. Polynomial Cuclic Codes - A cuclic code messaoe consists of a 
spec~t1c nu~ber of data blts and a block-check character 
<BCC). The BCC is generated by taking the remainder, after 
dividing all the serialised bits in the block of data bu a 
predetermined binary number (the generator polynomial). 
The receivino station divides the cuclic code messaae bu 
the same generalor polynomial and if Ehere is no erro~ th~ 
division will produce the same number as the BCC. 
i=~ ;:;:F:OR CONTROL PAGE 15 
The BCC is usually computed and accumulated in a special 
shift register i.e. special hardware is needed, although 
slower software algorithms exist. 
3 2 CHOICE OF ERROR CONTROL METHOD 
The decision o.s 
con~.id.•?rinfi 
to which method 
the following two 
to use in this network 
design constraints: 
(i) the links between the DC and the LCSs must be essentially 
•:::rror· f'1"'ee. 
(ii) an efficient rate of data transmission must be maintained 
between the DC and the LCSs. 
To determine which scheme would 
n:::::ti .. ·-.IC)l~·k, it t,,t().·::; nece·;·::;or·v to k·110\,, 
communication links. 
be best suited 
the error rate 
to this 
of the 
A program was therefore written which could monitor the flow 
of messages over a link, and record any error conditions which 
o ,. c)·:; e [see cq:op (2nd.i::< BJ . Th:L s pro~rror.-; rnc\cl. .;::• u. ·:::.e of o. ·::; er io:~ ·::. of 
subroutines developed by Mr Tim Slack. These subroutines were 
used by Mr Slatk in the field testing of a prototype LCS and 
imolemented a simple protocol by which the HOST computer and the 
LCS could communicate. 
The hardware configuration in which the error monitor 
program ran consisted of the prototype LCS connected by 7.4 km oF 
cable to the HOST. LCSs will normally be connected to the DC but 
at the time this work was done the DC had not been delivered: 
The heart of the monitor program was a repetitive 
':,rr·:Lte-i"eC\d-compar·e' qfcle. On each C!::_icle .. o. por'tion of the LCS·s 
f!':Pp·;or·u 1,,1o.s loaded \lia tb . .-;;; cornmu.riicat:Lo·n link froril the HOST. Ne:.,~t, 
a message to read back that dato was issued and the data read 
bnck was comoared, against the data originally sent, for errors. 
The ·:::.imple pl"'otocol checked. fol"' pal~it!:J ond fl"o.m.ing errol-·s on th'? 
lJnK as well as unexpected message responses from the LCS or a 
lack of response. All errors detected were logged and an interim 
reoort on the status of the link was printed, at predetermined 
m0ssage intervals. The interim reports summarised the n~mber of 
errors recorded, and the total number of messages sent so far, in 
e <). c h link d i l"' e ct. ion . 
The data used in each messaae was 40 characters from the 
ASCII character set. The com~lete set of ASCII characters was 
stored in a 'circular' array and each time a message was to be 
·:;ent.. the ne:.,:t 40 chcu~actePS \,,l(?'j·e obtairled. This technique 
orovided variation in the message data transmitted yet ensured 
that all ASCII characters were used equally often. The full 
ASCII character set was used because many messages in the network 
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l .. li ll 
~~:::;;C I I 
CO. I' I' lf .b i I10. l'tf 
char'act.er.·s.-
da to. mo.y represent infrequently used 
The error monitor program was run on several occasions, over 
periods of up to five daus and no errors were ever detected on 
the link. The error rate o~ the link was found to be less than 1 
bit ln 100 million which is very low. The high quality of the 
link is supported by the experiences of remote terminal users who· 
have had similar links connecting them to the HOST for several 
years now with no noticeable problems. 
From this quantitative result it does not seem 
use a polynomial cyclic code on these links. 
frequency of errors does not justify the extra 
software needed to implement it. 
necces·£Saru to 
The e;,cpected 
hard t\'a re o 1-. 
A simple character parity check would be acceptable in 
cases and it is available automatically from the 
multiplexors, but it would not be very secure if a burst 
errors occurred on a link. 
most. 
DZ11 
of 
I therefore decided to use a combination of character parity 
and checksum methods. Little extra code is necessary to 
lmplement the checksum method yet the added protection that it 
would give to messages would be extremely valuable. 
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SELECTION OF PROTOCOL CLASS 
This chanter looks 
available on~ presents 
protocol class for this 
the protocol in detail. 
There ore three 
throughout the world at 
messages are framed. 
at the different classes of protocols 
the reasoning behind the selection of the 
network. The following chapters describe 
r•!o..:Ln co.te~rc.•·r'iF:·s of protocol in vse 
present, the differences being in how the 
4. 1 CHARACTER ORIENTED PROTOCOLS 
This category of protocol uses special charactGrs to 
delineate various fields of the message. For example STX is used 
to indicate the start of a message and ETB is used to indicate 
the end of a block of text. 
When a station is receiving a message it must continually 
test incomina characters for the end of transmission character 
(EDT) or the ~nd of transmission block character CETB) so it 
knows when a messaae is finished. There is, of course, a 
oossibilitu that data-in the messaae transmitted will have the 
~arne bit -pattern as these contr;l characters and so 'character 
stuffing' techniques ore necessary on these data to make them 
t. i~ o. n ·:::. p•J. rent.. 
A good example of this class of protocol is the BISYNC 
protocol (Binary Synchronous communication - [7J pp195-205 ) of 
I Bt'1. 
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4. 2 BYTE COUNT ORIENTED PROTOCOLS 
A typical byte count oriented protocol uses a special block 
of characters called a header which precedes the remainder bf the 
m0ssage. The first bute of the header contains a special 
character which is u~ed to indicate the ~tart of a message. 
Successive bytes in the header contain such .information as the 
n11Mber of bytes in the data portion of the message, the type of 
message, and control information. 
The data portion of the message follows the header and is of 
th2 length specified in the header. A block check character 
completes the message. 
DEC's DDCMP (Digital Data Communications Message Protocol 
C4J, [7J pp207-213) is a good example of a byte count oriented 
protocol. 
4.3 BIT ORIENTED PROTOCOLS 
In a bit oriented protocol the start and finish of messages 
are marked by a" .s~e~ial sequence of bits called the flag 
character~ The flag character is the binary bit pattern 
01111110. When a station receives this sequence of bits it knows 
that the previous 16 bits were part of the block check character 
and that the bits between those 16 and the previous flag were the 
message. Of cou0se the receiving station must continually test 
each incoming bit, along with the preceding 7 bits, to see if it 
has received the flog character yet. 
Special techniques, called 'bit stuffing', must be used if 
we wish to send a character which has the same bit pattern as the 
flag. 
A typical bit oriented protocol is IBM's SDLC <Synchronous 
Data Link Control - [7J pp215-220) or CCITT Recommendation X.25. 
Bit oriented protocols are designed for efficient use of 
high speed serial, synchronous, full duplex facilities. As such 
it is not a suitable protocol class for this network since the 
hardware works in asynchronous fashion and is byte rather than 
bit oriented. 
4 4 THE SELECTION 
For this network there were only two possible protocol types 
wn~cn could be imple~ented. Initially, neither of these types 
seemed to offer an advantage over the other but it soon became 
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clear that there were advantages in using a byte count. oriented 
protocol. 
Firstly, a large proportion of the messages on the link will 
contal11 binary data. If a character oriented protocol was used 
then 'character stuffing' would be needed. This would make some 
messages longer than necessary and hence incur higher link 
O'·/er·hend·s. {).byte cou·nt protocol, on t.he. other ho.nd, ho.s. no. 
transparency problems. 
Secondly, a bute count oriented protocol uields information 
in the header aSout the size of the message~ This information 
could be very useful .. for example, when allocating buffer space 
for a messacre. A character oriented protocol has no message s~ze 
information in the message and hence a maximum sized buffer must 
be allocated for each message. 
Thirdlu.. the communications link 
C(:rncent.r·ot.or· ond thE:' HDST cor,1pttteJ-· u·:;e-::. 
'f:Jrotocr)l. ~l'ii\J rf"l>=.•·:o:·;::.o.r;_ye '···Jhicb. ho.·:s to bE· S\~'11t. 
LCS could therefore be sent with relatively 
p·,e·::.sncr•::• fornio.t.s :L·n the tHo .·5lJ·::>t.r::.·m·:=.; HOll.l.d be 
between the data 
o byte count oriented 
to the HOST from on 
f' •? t.\1 c h o. r1 g e1·:::. :L . e . t h.'"' 
cons.:l.::. t .. (?n.t.. 
So the conclusion of.this chapter is that o byte count 
oriented protocol would be the most suitable for this network. 
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CHAPTER 5 
MESSAGE FORMATS 
The first two sections of this chapter describe the types of 
messages needed in the network and the final section presents a 
description of the message format adopted. 
5. 1 MESSAGE TYPES 
There are two logically different types of messages used in 
this protocol. 
1. Control messages 
2. Data messages 
The distinttion between the two message types is 
messages contain information which is used to operate 
system1 while control messages are used to support the 
of the protocol. 
5. 1.1 CONTROL MESSAGES 
that data 
the traffic 
operation 
t.r,e 
and 
Control 
control 
an LCS. 
messaaes are used to transmit information concernina 
and -transmission status of the link between the nf 
There are two iuch messages -
1. ACKNOWLEDGE <ACK) - Used by an LCS when a message from the DC 
is received correctly and does not require a .data resoonse. 
The DC1 uoon receiving an ACK knows that the last message it 
transmitted was received correctly by the LCS. 
2. NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGE <NAK) - The NAK message is issued by an 
LCS tn tell the data concentrator that the last message it 
sent was received with an error. No information on the 
nature of the error is returned. 
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~. l. 2 DATA MESSAGES 
Data messages contain information which is relevant to the 
o·12ration of the Traffic Control System. The most frequently 
issued data messages ore -
1 SET PHASE - A message specifying the phose change which 
·,:. h o u. l d .b e p e r· f o l" m e d o. t. o n :L n t. •:: 1·· ·:::. e c t i u n . 
The usual flow of this message will be 
HOST ---) Data Concentrator ---) LCS 
or, if the HOST is out of order 
Data Concentrator ---) LCS 
2. STATUS RETURN - A message issued whenever the internal state 
of an LCS or local controller changes. This change may take 
place for several reasons including a phase being changed at 
an intersection, an LCS fault or a vehl.cle detector fault. 
The usual flow for this message will be 
LCS ---) Data Concentrator ---) HOST 
or, if the HOST is out of order 
LCS ---) Data Concentrator 
In addition, the DC will make a copy of the status 
return message and send it to the mimic display. 
SEND SYSTEM STATUS A message issued 
concentrator to find out more about the 
hardware at a particular intersection. 
The flow of this message is 
Data Concentrator ---) LCS 
.bsf t.he 
status 
do. to. 
of the 
a SURVEILLANCE SITE DISPLAY - A message issued to the mimic 
display, .by the data concentrator, which contains the volume 
and occupancy figures for the intersection over the last time 
Der:i.od.. 
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This message will flow as -
HOST ---) Data Concentrator ---) Mimic 
If the HOST is out of order then this message will be 
absent from the system. 
5. COUNTER SERVICING - A message sent from 
HOST ---) Data Concentrator ---) LCS 
or, if the HOST is out of order 
Data Concentrator ---) LCS 
to read the volume and occupancy counters of the local 
controller supervised by that LCS. 
6. RESPONSE TO COUNTER SERVICING - the message sent from 
LCS ---) Data Concentrator ---) HOST 
or 1 if the HOST L:; out of order 
LCS ---) Data Concentrator 
which contains the readings of the local controller's volume 
and occupancy counters. 
Several other types of message will also be issued in 
the network but only infrequently and they will make up only 
a s m a 11.. o. s , · t u n ~::no 'An 1 p e 1~ cent age of the t .;J t a 1 n u r.1 be r of 
data messages issued. These data messages are -
7. TIME CHECK - Data messaaes for sunchronisina one or many LCSs 
to the time of the Bontrol C~ntre. Two-data messaaes are 
necessary to ensure this synchronisation and they are -issued 
when an off-line LCS must be synchronised with the time of 
the on-line LCSs in the network. 
8. SET r1Ei···JORY - A messo.ge U.?:-ed. to t-,tri te into c1n LCS' ·s RAH .. 
mainl!:.l ,,,then a .bockup trnffic plar1 r11ust .be do\.· .. tnline landed to 
o.n LCt;;, The bockup p 1 an·::. are used. by the LC:S·::. to run thl? 
traffic strster.1, should the do. to. concentro.tor· .be out n.r:· _, 
act.ion .. o.nd each. i::. ten 8-.bit bytes long. 
SET MEMORY messaaes are also essential to load the 
operationol code int~ LCS RAM, so that the LCS can do useful 
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work after a power recovery. The memory data is sent to an 
LCS in a series of messages, each containing up to 42 bytes 
of data. 
9. READ MEMORY - A message sent from the data concentrator to an 
LCS, requesting a copy of the contents of a specified portion 
of memory. 
10. RESPONSE TO READ MEMORY - The LCS packages a copy of the 
memory contents into messages up to 42 bytes in length and 
sends these to the data con~entrator. 
MESSAGE FORMATS 
5.2 MESSAGE FORMAT 
The message format decided upon is presented below. 
ooints should be noted about the design. 
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Several 
Firstly it was decided to use a standard message format for 
both control and data messages so that the action of th2 
receiving station will be independent of the message type. Not 
all protocols have this standard format; DDCMP in particular has 
differing formats for it's control and data messages and even has 
different sychronising characters, SOH for data messages and ENQ 
for control messages. 
Secondlu the messaae format ls relativelu simple so assembly 
and dlsassemSly overheaJs by the DC and LCS will b~ low. 
Figure 5.1 Message format. 
+-----+-------+------------+--~~--+----------+ 
! SOH ! COUNT ! FLAGS/TYPE ! DATA ! CHECKSUM ! 
+-----+-------+------------+------+----------~ 
where -
SOH = Start Of Header, a special character used to denote 
the beginning of a new message. The SOH character comes first in 
a message since.it is a sychronlsing character. If the first 
character of a new message is not a SOH th~n it and subsequent 
characters are ignored until a SOH is received. T~is scheme is 
not foolproof but it does offer soMe protection if the data 
concentrator and an LCS ever get out of synchronisation. 
COUNT = A count of the number of 8-bit bytes in the message, 
from SOH to the last data byte inclusive. The COUNT byte follows 
logically in the message since, once the valid start of new 
message occurs the receiving station must know how many bytes 
will follow. 
The incoming bytes of a message are counted by the receiver 
so it knows when the message is finished and a new one is 
expected. 
The information in the COUNT field is also used to determine 
the size of the buffer which must be allocated from the buffer 
pool to contain the incoming message. 
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FLAGS/TYPE = the following table 
FLAGS/TYPE byte. Bits are numbered 
i~ a bit map of the 
with 0 being the least 
si.,;:1nificant. 
Bit Funct.ion 
7 If message direction is LCS -) DC then 
0 = Tx loop to LCS is working 
1 = IX loop to LCS not working 
If message direction is DC -) LCS then 
0 = Message is a response to a RELOAD message. 
<RACK - Reload Acknowledge) 
5,6 Reserved for future use. 
0-4 Specify a unique message type. for example 
ACK .. SET HEt·IOR'l . 
DAT{-1 == Up to 4~~ 
message tyoe. The 
message types, e.g. 
can be omitted. 
.bqtes of :L·nforrno.t:Lon, spec.:L·!':Lc to tb.e 
aata field may not be'needed for some 
control messages or READ MEMORY, and so 
There are no restrictions on the bit patterns allowed 
in these 42 bytes since, unlike some protocols, the data is 
totally transparent. The limit of 42 bytes is imposed by -
2. The fo.ct tho.t doto. for loco.d.in9 into LCS p·1emor·v 
formatted on disk in blocks of this size. 
CHECKSUM = the byte containing the unsigned arithmetic 
sum of all the preceding bytes in this message i.e. all 
bytes from SOH to the last byte of data, inclusive. In some 
byte count oriented protocols (e.g DDCMP C4J) the checksum 
is computed as a 16-bit total but in this protocol only an 
8-bit checksum is used since it is easier for the LCS's to 
perform single, rather than double byte additions. 
Another reason for limiting the checksum to 8-bits is 
that the lenath of the control messaae becomes four bqtes, a 
convenient size when it is realised ihat the core all~cation 
routines of the RSX-118 operating system allocate memory in 
blocks of this size. 
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CHAPTER 6 
PROTOCOL DEFINITION 
This chapter presents the definition of the protocol for the 
Traffic Control network. 
6. 1 QUEUEING OF MESSAGES 
A message transmitted from the DC to an LCS may have 
originated in the HOST; which will be the case under normal 
circumstances, or in the DC if the HOST is out of action. 
A aueue of messaaes waitina to be transmitted to each LCS is 
maintai~ed in the ~C. The -queues are organised according to 
message prio0ity, this priority being determined by the message 
source. See Chapter 7 for more details of the implementation. 
When a message is to be added to a transmission queue in the 
DC, several checks are made of the link. 
(i) Rx loop - The Rx current loop carries the data signal from 
the LCS to the DC. If this loop is broken then the DC cannot 
receive messages f~6m the LCS. 
Cii) Tx loon - The Tx current loop carries the data sianal 
from the be to the LCS. If this loop is broken then the-LCS 
will not receive any message sent by the DC. The DC cannot 
check the status directly, but instead it relies on the 
information contained in bit 7 of the FLAGS/TYPE byte, of 
messages from the LCS. 
<iii) Link closed - If 
Section 6.3) then no 
LCS. 
the link closed flag is set (see 
messages can be sent from the DC to the 
If the link fails any of these checks then the message at 
the head of the appropriate transmission queue is discarded and 
the message source notified. The next message to be added is 
then inserted in the queue according to its priority. This 
deaueueing-queueing mechanism prevents the queues from growing 
unboundedly and consuming precious memory under link fault 
Start 
l Rx loop 
No broken?--------------~ 
~ r--------'---'Ye-=5 ______ Tx loop 
broken .P 
~j 
f---------'"''--'-e-=-5 -------/ink closed .? 
Is the message o Is .Me 
SET /V!EMaf(Y ~;vith __ ve.s _ _,_ 
the RACK b;t set queu~ emp~'!? 
D 
!ij !.sth:re o message 
equeue message . . 
t th I d .r t.h be;ng transmitt-ed o e 1eo or e 
queue ond d!~;cord 
Return 1. IJi?k down ' 
status to the source 
of' the message 
just dequeued 
·Insert lessoge into 
queue according to 
/ts pr/orit!J 
Oi7 this link 
!lj 
Set lnessage in 
progress' flo.9 
l 
Tronsm;'t 
j 
message 
Stort the timer 
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No 
Insert messoge into 
Ves 
. - queue according to 
its prior/t.!:! 
Handling b!J L C S dr/ver of o messo3e from 
the I/0 Pocket queue 
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conditions. 
If the link passes the checks then the message is inserted 
in the queue according to its priority. 
Figure 6. 1 shows the decisions made before a message is to 
be added to a transmission queue. 
t. .. 2 PRE- TFANSI·1I SS I ON LI Nl< CHECI<f3 
Once the preceding message has been processed, the message 
at the head of the queue is ready for transmission. Before the 
DC beains the transmission of a message1 it once again checks th·~ 
link. If the link fails any of these checks then the message is 
not transmitted and the message source is alerted with a 'link 
down' status. The checks are ~ 
(i) Rx loop - If this loop is broken then the DC would have 
little chance of receiving any response which the LCS might 
make1 so it would not h~ advisable to send the message. 
Instead the Tx loop i~ broken by the DC1 forcing the LCS .into 
backup mode (if it still has power). 
(ii) Tx loop - A breakage on this loop means the LCS cannot 
receive any message sent from the DC, so the DC does not send 
it. Sine~ the Tx loop is broken. the LCS is already operating 
in bo.cku·p mode. 
(iii) Link closed - If the link is closed then a major link 
problem e~ists so the message is not sent. 
Figure 6.2 shows the decisions made before a messaae is 
dequeued and transmission of it's contents started. If th~ link 
fails, then a short time delay will be made before transmission 
of the next message is attempted. This allows time for the link 
status to change, otherwise an entire series of messages could be 
discarded in quick succession. 
6.3 MESSAGES INITIATED BY THE DATA CONCENTRATOR 
Once the DC has transmitted a message to an LCS, 
for a repl\:.f. 
i t hi 0. :L t ·:=. 
Messaaes whose function is to 'write' data to an LCS, e.g. 
SET MEMOR9 or SET PHASE, require either an ACK or a NAK reply. 
An ACK message from the LCS signifies that the message sent by 
the DC was correctl~ received. A NAK message indicates that the 
message was received with errors. An LCS may issue a NAK 
response to a message from the DC for any of the following 
reo.sons -
F(J. G.2 
Start 
j 
Rx loop 
broken P 
No 
8reak -the 
7X loop 
I Yes 7X I loop r- ····- ----------------- -- ---- ------~--broken p 
Return link down 
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1 ~J 
status to the ------------~~- -----------~---- Link closed? 
rnessoge source 
1/1/a/t o short 
while 
y 
Try to send 
next messo.3e 
Cornmunicotion link te.sting before 
me.sso.ge tran.smi.ss1on 
T 
Tronsrn/t 
y 
S-tart the 
timer 
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1. Checksum Error - The checksum computed b~ the LCS, which 
received the message, did not match the checksum which the DC 
computed and transmitted. 
2. Buffer Unavailable - A buffer was not available in the LCS to 
store the incoming message. 
~. Overrun - The receivinG hardware in the line driver and/or 
LCS, or the LCS softwa~e, was not able to respond f~st enough 
to incoming bytes and so one or more bytes of the message 
\.\tere 1 o·::. t. 
4. Header Error - The header section of a message contained 
illegal values. For example, an invalid function code or ~ 
message length which exceeded the allowable limit. This 
provides protection against errors such as the DC or an LCS 
writing the wrong value in a header field. 
Messages whose function is to 'read' data from an LCS, e.g. 
COUNTER SERVICING or READ MEMORY, require slightly different 
responses. If the message is received correctly by the LCS then 
the response message contains the data requested. If the message 
is received incorrectly tHen a NAK message is issued by the LCS. 
To detect a lack of response from the LCS, a timer is 
started in the DC immediately after the last byte of the messag~ 
has been transmitted. One timer will exist for each message 
currently in p~ogress. When a response is received from the LCS 
the timer is reset. If, however, the timer is not reset before 
it exceeds a tritical value then the message is said to have 
'timed out'. I have defined the critical value to be 3 seconds. 
Thi·::. \,.Jill give ample· t.:L'r,.,e for· o. respon=-e to be received. 
If the DC receives a NAK response. an incorrect data 
me·::. sage.. or· time·::. out.. then it hti 11 r'etl~o.n:.mi t th>::· me-::.so.·~re. 
There is a defined limit of 3 on the number of times a message 
can be transmitted and when this limit is ·exceeded the message is 
aborted and the message source is alerted. It is up to the 
source to decide what action to take if, say, a SET PHASE command 
has to be aborted. An attempt is then made to send the next 
message queued to this LCS. 
If 5 consecutive messaaes to an LCS are aborted then the 
link to that LCS Will b~ closed, by setting the 'link ~losed' 
flag. since a serious problem must exist. The closure means that 
no messages will be sent from the DC to the LCS though the LCS is 
still free to transmit to the DC. A diagnostic message 1s sent 
to the system log and the link can only be reopened by operator 
intervention or a RELOAD message from the LCS (see startup 
notes.). 
If a message receives, as reply, an ACK or a correct data 
message then the source of the original message is notified of 
the success and an attempt is made to send the next message. 
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I -t 1 b.~.~ EXAMPLES OF MESSAGES INITIATED BY THE DC 
The message exchange examples on the following pages. 
between the DC and an LCS, use the notation below. 
By arbitraru convention the DC is the left hand side of the 
diagram while an-LCS is on the right. 
---------------------) Message sent. received correctly. 
-----------------/---) Message sent, received with errors. 
----------------//---) Message s0nt. not received. 
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6.3.2 NORMAL 'READ' 
'read' message 
---------------------) 
data received 
(---------------------
6.3.3 NORMAL 'WRITE' 
'write~ message 
------~--------------) 
ACK 
(---------------------
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6. ~ a 'READ' OR 'WRITE' WITH ERRORS 
me·:; ::.o.qe 
----------------/----) 
NAK 
<-------~---------~---
RETI-'Y 1 "reo.d" (or' 'I,,J'f'i te') 
--------------------) 
do. to. (or· ACK) 
<----!----------------
h~E TF~Y2 
rrre~.so.ge 
---------------------) 
do. to. (or ACK) 
(---------------------
6.3.5 MESSAGE ABORTED 
DC b!;:;§ 
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RETRY MAX message 
-----------------/---) 
NAK 
(--------------------
Message has failed 
MAX times so the 
message is aborted. 
<MAX is defined io be 3) 
message received 
in error. 
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6 3. 6 TIMEOUT OF 'READ' OR 'WRITE' MESSAGE 
PAGE ~= ~~·-' 
A timeout ma~ be caused in the DC by an~ of the following 
Situations and will be treated the some as a NAK received from an 
LC:::. 
6.3.6. 1 LCS does not receive message-
I I ... 
----------------;;---; 
LCS does not receive 
message e.g because of 
power failure, hardware 
or software fault. 
Message received in error, NAK received in error -
-----------------/---) 
message received 
(---/-----------------
t··Jr:~f< re cei·v·ed 
_l. n •=-rror·. 
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6.3.6.3 ACK or data received in error-
---------------------) 
message received 
correctly. 
ACK ol~ 
d.o.to. response 
·' ' ~---~-----------------
AC::!-<: or d.o.to. 
received in error. 
6.3.6.4 NAK not received-
-----------------/---) 
message received 
in error'. 
NAJ< 
<---11----------------
NAK not received 
e. Q. because of R;,~ 
looo fo.ult. 
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6.3.6.5 ACK or data not received-
--------------------) 
ACK or 
do.ta !'IS'S'pDn·;:.t? 
<---11---------------
Not teceived e.g. 
because of Rx loop fault. 
message received 
cnr-re ct.l ~~. 
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6.3.7 LINK CLOSED 
Message 1 
-----------------/---) 
Message retried 
MAX tiMes. 
NAK 
<---------------------
Message 1 aborted 
Message 2 
Message retried 
MAX times. 
NAK 
(---------------------
Message 2 aborted 
message N 
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-----------------/---) 
rne:::.·:;c:Ge retried. 
t· .. l ~~ >< t. i m e s . 
{---------------------
Message N aborted. 
Link clo·;ed d.u.e to 
N con':.•-ecu.tive 
message abortions <N is defined to be 5). 
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6.4 MESSAGES INITIATED BY THE LCSs 
Most of the messages initiated b~ the LCSs will be sent 
soontaneously, to report a change in the status of either the 
LCS, or the local controller it is monitoring. These messaaes 
contain information which is useful but not critical to the 
operation of the traffic system. 
If the messaae is received correctly by the DC then the 
information in ihe message will be passed to the HOST, which is 
monitoring the status of all the LCS's and the local controllers. 
The message will also be copied and sent to the mimic display. 
If the DC receives the messaae with errors or has no 
available buffer space then the mess~ge is ignored entirely. 
The LCSs never expect a reply of any description from the DC 
in response to messages which they initiate. One exception to 
this rule is the RELOAD message, which is illustrated below. 
~.5 RESTARTING A LINK 
Loss of power to an LCS causes the random access memoru to 
be corrupted and the local controller to go into IVA mode. it is 
important to be able to reload the RAM, and get the LCS 
reconnected ~n the network as soon as possible once the power is 
restored. This is the startup process. 
It makes sense to let the LCS rather than the DC initiate 
and control the startup ptocess on a link since -
1. Once the DC knows the LCS is 'down' it does not have to waste 
time repeatedly trying to restart the link. It waits instead 
until the LCS is functioning and sends a RELOAD message. 
2. Only those LCS's which require restarting at any one time 
will get attention. If the DC initiated the startup it would 
have to poll all the LCS's to find those needing a reload. 
This process could become very time consuming and 
complicated. 
Th~ following is a description of the startup process. 
1. The LCS has its power restored and code in the ROM is 
activated causing, among other things. a RELOAD message to be 
sent to the DC. At this stage the DC may or may not be 
powered up but the LCS sends its message regardless. 
2. The RELOAD messacre tells the DC that the LCS has recovered 
from a power ~allure and wants its RAM reloaded. If this 
unsolicited message ls received incorrectly by the DC then 
the DC ignores it. If the messsage is received correctly 
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~hen the DC will send the first of a series of message~ to 
r2load the LCS's memory the only ~ime an unsolicited 
message is acknowledged by the DC. The LCS will repeat the 
RELOAD message at 15 second intervals until a successful SET 
MEMORY message is received. 
3. The high priority SET MEMORY message sent to the LCS will 
have the RACK <Reload Acknowledge) bit in the flags byte set 
to indicate to the LCS that the RELOAD message was correctly 
received by the DC. Any message received by the LCS, while 
it is trying to restart the link with the DC, will be ignored 
if the RACK bit is not set. 
4. The LCS acknokrledges the SET HEI'JDRY mes·::.o.ge t·J:Lth on ACK, :Lf 
it '··'-'O s 1~e ceived correct 1 hi', ot.hen.Jise n NAK. If the SET 
l·IE!··JOF:Y me·::.·?.CP~fe fo.il·.c:. en' 'LUne·.:::. out.' 3 t.imt:··;:. then the DC 
discards the SET MEMORY message and waits for the LCS to 
issue the next RELOAD message. When the ACK is received the 
DC declares the link open. if it wa~ previously closed, by 
clearing the 'llnk closed' flag. The DC can then proceed to 
complete the loading of RAM with additional SET MEMORY 
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6.5. 1 RESTART EXAMPLES 
The followina are examoles of different situations which can 
arise during-the normai startup of a link to an LCS. 
o.5. 1.1 Normal startup-
DC 
RELOAD 
(---------------------
Start timer. 
Receive RELOAD 
message. 
SET MEMORY 
message with RACK 
bit set. 
---------------------) 
Stop timer. 
ACK 
r ~---------------------
The DC now proceeds to RELOAD the remainder of the LCS's memarv, 
using SET MEMORY messages. 
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6.~. 1.2 RELOAD message falls-
DC bQ§ 
RELOAD 
(---/-----------------
Start t~mer. 
DC ignores unsolicited 
mes~age with errors. 
15 seconds 
v 
Timer expires. 
Send another RELOAD. 
RELOAD 
(---------------------
Start timer. 
receive RELOAD 
message. 
Same as for 6.5. 1.1 above. 
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6.5. 1.3 DC does not receive the ACK message 
RELOAD 
~ 
~---------------------
Start timer. 
Receive RELOAD 
message. 
SET MEMORY 
message with RACK 
bit set. 
---------------------) 
Stop timer. 
ACK message 
(---/-----------------
Start timer. 
ACK received with 
errors or not at all. 
15 seconds. 
v 
Timer expires. 
Send RELOAD again. 
RELOAD 
(---------------------
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Same as for 6.5. 1.1 above. 
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CHAPTER 7 
P R 0 T 0 CD L I tvJ P L E ~··IE NT AT I 0 f-.1 
This chanter describes the implementation of 
handling pr~tocol in the data concentrator, 
the mes·:;o.c1e 
!-.ll t h 1 n u; •.? 
constraints of the RSX-118 Executive. 
The code to implement the protocol is contained in . a 
standard RSX-118 I/0 driver called the LCS driver, which is 
linked into the Executive at system generation time. 
7. 1 AN OVERVIEW OF THE R~X-11S I/0 PROCESS 
An I/0 cl.r·i'v'>?r· call·:::. o.nd i·:. colled by the E:.\:ecu.t;L·.,..·e t.•:• 
service an e~ternal I/0 device or devices. 
It is usual, in RSX-118, for all I/0 devices to be declared 
to the Executive via a series of tables. The tables contain the 
static attributes of the devices. such as allowable functions an•f 
interrupt addresses, as well as dynamic device attributes, such 
as controller status and lists of pending I/Os. 
When a task wishes to make an I/0 request it issues a QIO$ 
(Queue I/0) system directive to the Executive. The Executive 
performs validity checks on the QIO$ parameters and if these 
checks are successful then the Executive generates a data 
structure called on I/0 packet, which is inserted into a device 
specific queue of I/0 packets. 
The Executive also notifies the LCS driver that an I/0 
oacket has been queued to the device. From information contained 
in the I/0 packet the driver can initiate the I/0 operation and 
then continue with other activities. At a later stage when the 
previously issued I/0 operation interrupts, the driver is called 
to process the interrupt. 
Upon completion of processing for an I/0 request, the driver 
calls the $IODON (I/0 Done> procedure which returns status 
information, on the completed I/O, to the task which issued the 
I/O reque·:st. 
For more details of RSX~11S see [5] and [6J. Although these 
manuals are written for RSX-11M, RSX-118 is similar in many ways. 
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7.2 HANDLING MESSAGES TO LCSs 
Thi=· ·~.ect.ion de·::.c·,~;L.be·.::. hoh' me=:.:::.oges t.::r .be sent to LCS·::. nl~•? 
handled. The handling process is represented diagrammat~cally in 
f i 'J' u )-· l=:• 7 . 1 . 
It was desirable. in this implementation, to have a queue of 
I/0 r0auests for each LCS. This nllows full use to be made of 
the communication links and the DZ11 multiplexors. since 
transmission of messages from the data concentrator to different 
LCSs can then be overlapped. 
The initial approach 
a separate I/0 device 
soon become aopnrent that 
was to consider eath of the 128 LCSs as 
which is declared to the Executiv~. It 
this ooprooch was infeasible since the 
~'lftt=~r ;.1uch. 'lhou.crb.t, o. f!)ethoc1. lcc.l(•.·:;. dE~\'is·~'d. for .b~~rpnssl.ng· the 
mer.-,or·v r•?quil-·err,ent·s pi··o.bl•:::-m. In~:;;ti.:•o.d of hoving 128 LC:3 device·;. 
declo.r·ed. tc:.; the ·:::.~,;.f·:;t.em, o. ·p·:;:.;?u.d.:~··-deo...,:Lce. co11.r::.!d .l.CO: t...to.:::. 
declared. Any task wishing to send a messoge to an LCS queues 
the LCS number, messoae size and messaae address to device LCO:, 
via the QIO$ directiv;. This causes a~ I/0 packet to be inse~ted 
in the queue of I/0 packets for device LCO: and the LCS driver 
notifLc:•d of this in~.er·tion. BC\·:::.ed on infor·fitot:i(J'f: in the I/0 
po.cket, thE• t_c:::::: dri\1er t..-Jlll then r'e1ink ttte ·p(::>.cke·i .. into o.n 
internal. priority based queue. one of which exists for each LCS. 
By bypassing the normal RSX-118 
pseudo-device. C\ ·::.epo.r'o.te queue of 
therefore be maintained with acceptuble 
device approach with a 
r·equest·::. fol~ each LCS con 
memory requirements. 
Once it is time for o message to be transmitted~ the message 
is accessed via the size and address stored in the I/0 packet, 
and is transmitted a byte at a time to the LCS concerned. A 
re~ly is then awaited from the LCS. 
7.3 HANDLING MESSAGES FROM LCSs 
This section describes how messages received 
dealt with by the LCS driver. The process 
diagrammotically in figure 7.2. 
frorll LCSs al~e 
i·"'· r·epr·e·;ented 
Messages arrive from LCSs a byte at a time, the bytes being 
stored directly into a DZ11's silo, which con hold up to 64 bytes 
of doto.. 
The~e are three different options available for clearing a 
silo -
(i) after each byte received 
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QIO$ System Directive 
from 'transaction monoger' 
or other task 1i1 Data 
Concentrator 
I/0 pocket: queue 
for LC(!) link by 
priorit!J 
LCSl LCS2 
Unlink 
LCS/28 
LCS 
Driver 
/2 8 Priorit!J linked 
FIFOs maintained 
internal (!J b!:f L CS 
driver 
._______  _,_ Trona mit to L CS L__ ___  ______,_ 
.._____ ________ ...,_at ISR priorit!J 
Handling by LCS dr/ver of me.s.soses 
directed to LCS s 
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I 
I 
-{J 
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messQges 
Me:ssqges . unlinked 
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(low pr/orit.!J) 
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directive from 
· transoct;on managpr 
l I/O pocket queue 
f:::;r LCJ 
I 
lest messose i!Jpe L[J 
(unso/ic;ted) 
Associated .message with 
previous(!; rece/ved 9 I O$ and 
return messoqe as ..;1 data U.se message as return 
data for the QIO$ directive .; block iF oppropriote 
To 't,--ansoction manager 
or other task To · transaction manager ' 
Handling b!J LCS dr1ver of LCS messages 
recet'ved b.!J Data Concentrator 
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(ii) after 16 bytes have arrrived since the silo was last 
emotied, 
or 
(iii) after a pre-determined time interval., 
It was decided not to use option (i) since the overheads of 
entering the interrupt service routine so frequently would be 
excessive. A combination of op ons (ii) and (iii) was therefor~ 
chosen with the time interval being one second to prevent 
messages less than 16 bytes in length from sitting in the sil•l 
too long. 
Once the COUNT byte of a message has been received, a memory 
buffer is allocated by the LCS driver using the core allocation 
routine $ALOCB (Allocate Block), which will hold at least COUNT 
bytes. 
If no buffer can be allocated then a flaa will 
the COUNT and subsequent bytes of the p~esent 
received on this link are discarded. If the 
solicited, then an attempt will be made to 
otherwise.no action will be taken. 
be set and 
message being 
message is 
retransmit it, 
If buffer allocation is successful then the COUNT bute 
be stored in the first byte of the buffer. Subsequent b0tes 
be stored in su~cessive positions of the buffer and added to 
checksum so far. 
will 
will 
th~ 
When the message has been received, it must undergo several 
checks. This additional processing cannot be done at interrupt 
service routine level since interrupt processing would last too 
long, resulting in possible data overrun in a DZ11 silo. 
The additional processing is therefore done at fork level 
which is between interrupt and task level ( [5J pp 2-9,2-15 ). 
When a message has been received it is entered into the FIFO 
queue of received messages for that LCS. Once the interrupt 
service routine has terminated, the received messages can be 
retrieved from the queue and processed. 
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When processing a received message, several cases exist -
1. i·J:::-·:::.·sag>? contains err·or·s.. or· i·; a NAf< 
If the message received contains errors, or is a NAK, 
l:.h,?n the mernt•PV buffer· conto:Lning the me·::.soge \,,rill .br:= 
deallocated using the system routine SDEACB <Deallocate 
8 1 o c k ) . I f t h •? PH? ·::. ·:;:. o. g e l s ·:; c:.l i c i t. e d t h e n o n o t t e m p t. h' i 1 1 b c-
;,·1 c .. d. •:~ to ·::. :::•nd tl··. E.l f:' o. r l J.E.·r' f\1 e·:.:; <:; o p c:· fr·orn t.h:::.• DC o.go.i n, other•Ai s e 
no o ct.ion t.·,~:,L ll be to. ken. 
2. Message is an ACK 
If the messaae is an ACK, then the driver ~ssociates it 
with the earlie~ messoge sent to the LCSJ and for which the 
ACK is the response. The driver then declares the 'I/0 
dc:<ne', u.·::.:.in~l ·$IODIJI'-l.. for· tl\c· )/0 pClcket. thot gener·ctt.t:·d th:,? 
earlier message, and the ACK is discQrded. 
I f t. h >:? 111 E• '::o ·:;. 'J. q ,::_; ol ·::. 0 r e s. p <:) T1 ·: • (~ t 0 0. l f~ t~ 0. cl. ·' Fl E' ~~ ~~ C1 fJ e 1 t h e n 0. 
b u f f e 'f' kl i ll h o 'v' ,;o. been ·p r' e \/ i o u. ·;;,. 1 \J o 11 o cat e d by t I i.E' to·:.. k hl h :L c h 
issued the 'Read'. ·The Clddress of the ·buffer will be 
contained in the I/0 pocket and the datCl Peturned by the LCS 
will be copied into this buffer. The SIODON procedure is 
then called to declare the 'Reod' complete. 
In :~ o. ncl. 3 o . .bov:;:: .. th•?. l.J::;:: dr':i.vs·r then 
messaae to the LCS. 
t,r:J 
dequeue Clnd transmit Clnother 
4. Message is unsolicited 
If the messo.ge ·~~eceived is unsolicited; e. g. o. -;:.to.tu:o:. 
return, then the messoge must be dispCltched to o. tosk. 
Unfortunately, the LCS driver~ being po.rt of the Executive, 
fll u ·=:. t. c o n f o r· m t •.J :=:. ~·:i ':'. t em co n 'v' e n t :i o n ·:; r, .. r h i c h s t. o t e t. h a t o d ~~ i v •::> J-· 
cannot issue a QIO$ directive to dispatch messages. A driver 
d.oe·;:;... hokte\Jer·.· ho.V•? C\Cce·;:.·::. to all th.e system t.nble·:; ond it. 
cou 1 d mo. ni pu l o.te th,?.s'.e to.b 1 e·s i 'tl ~,1..1. ch ct ~-Jakl a·;::. ·to effect o. 
QIO$. This C1pproC1ch would be complicated and difficult to 
d.e.bu.g. 
In·:=:;tE·o.d 
·:;ir•1pler· o.nd 
p·:=..eudo-de\1 ice 
c >:< fi! n·, u n i c o. t i o n 
d·r· .. l\.JE?'f .... 
the fo J.l m.Ji ng 
c.::;nfol~ms to 
co.lled LC1: 
.be t.hli.?e r1 o. 
Clpproach was chosen since it is 
o.ll t.h e s \:!··:; t.er;; ce<n\lent. ions. {~ 
was created which is used for 
t.Clsk called TXMNGR and the LCS 
T><f'1HGR issues I/0 requests at regulor intervals, via trp? 
QIO$ mechanism, to device LCl. The LCS driver, on the other 
hand, builds up a FIFO queue of entries pointing to 
unsolicited messClaes which hove to be dispatched. When th~ 
LCS driver receive~ an I/0 pC1cket from TXMNGR it cCllls the 
$IODON proceduPe passing the size and address of thG 
unsolicited messClge, referred to in the entry at the heCld of 
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the FIFO, in the I/0 status block as shown below. 
I/0 Status Block 
Byte Function 
0 driver disposition code 
1 size in bytes of the 
unsolicited message 
address of the unsolicited 
messoae 
TXMNGR, since it is o task con then issue the message to the 
appropriate destination using a QIO$ directive. The QIO~s 
from TXMNGR to device LC1: are therefore 'dummy' QIO$s which 
allow the LCS driver to issue messages. 
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CHAPTER 8 
PROTOCOL STATISTICS 
This section describes the reasons for makina the protocol 
software gather statistics and outl~.nes the statistics which are 
thought to bo desirable. Appendix C presents the fo~mnt of the 
statistics block designed. 
8 . :i. I.J:3 E D F ~-3 T A T I S T I C ::) 
As part of the normal operation of the 
simole statisti~s will be kept on each 
co~centrotor and the appropriate LCS. The 
u.·::;.•':-.-:1 to -
pr-otocol 
link b~i 
s t o:t . .:L ·::. t :L c s 
softt,-.Jcn~e, 
the dot.:\ 
JAill be 
(:i.) f'lon:i.-l:.or· o.nu er-r-or-··;:. t,-.Jhich occur o·n the Jinks.. It .is 
expected that- this will enable uny minor link problems to be 
detected .before thekJ .be come sf?r:i.ou.s. 
Cii) Offer information on the level of link traffic over a 
certain time period. If performance is below expectation then 
changes will need to be made to the LCS driver. This 
information will also enable the monitoring of any effects 
which MGV arise, as more LCSs are added to the network. 
(ill) Aid the debugging of the software 
8 2 DESIRABLE STATISTICS 
The follow:i.na are desirable statistics to be kept by the 
protocol softwar~. The statistics will be kept in a series of 8 
and i6-bit counters. It is planned that a task will execute once 
a day to produce a report of the day's link operations, based on 
thP contents of these counters. The counters will be zeroed 
aft2r each reading and if they overflow a bit in a counter status 
word will be set to .indicate this fact to the task reading the 
CC•i..!. n t. e·t~ E .. 
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1. Message Statistics 
Messaoe statistics will be kept, for each link, on the 
relntive f·requenc!:_f of eocb. of the. different t.yp•?·a. of me·:::.;o.g:.? 
which can be transmitted or received by the data concentrntor 
or· on LCS. 
There are five main message types (see Chapter 5) and 
each will require a 16-bit counter (2 bytes) since they will 
be issued frequently. The remaining 4 types of message will 
each be accounted for in an 8-bit counter, as they are issued 
less frequentl'=.f. 
Subtotal = 14 bytes/link 
2. Error Statistic·::. 
Statistics will be kept, for each link, on the frequency 
of the following error conditions 
- data concentrator timeouts, 
- LCS timeouts, 
-bad parameters received in n message e.g. 
field longer than the maximum allowed, 
Ct do to. 
- checksum errors, 
- framing errors, 
- overrun errors, 
- Rx loop breakages, 
- Tx loop breakages, 
- unrecognisable messages 
Eoch of these 
infrequently and so 
errors would hP expected to occur 
an 8-bit counter for each is sufficient. 
Subtotal = 10 bytes/link. 
3. Onero.t.:Ln9 Stnti~.tic~. 
Operating statistics will be kept for the LCS driver. 
n·r·e -
.._,er·y 
The·se 
(i) the mean queue length of messages waiting to be 
t·~~on·:::.mi tted. 
PROTOCOL STATISTICS 
(ii) the average waiting time before 
t .. r· ,.:, , ·, ·::. r·1 i t. t. e d . 
PAGE 
mes·::.o.ge 
(iii) the number of times with that no message buffer 
av0llable for an incoming message. 
r::r=: 
._1._1 
is 
,; c: 
.... _. 
Each of these operating statistics is kept in a separate 
1..-.IO'f'·d. 
Subtotal = 6 bytes/link. 
-----------------------
-----------------------
Total = 30 bytes/link. 
For the proposed ma~imum of 128 LCS's, 3840 bytes of memory 
are therefore needed to record the statistics described. At· the 
time of writing it is not clear.just how much memory will be 
available for this purpose. If the statistics must be pruned to 
save memory, then the error statistics should be retained on all 
links but th~.message and operating statistics implemented on a 
just a few selected links. 
The operating statistics may be quite time consuming to 
calculate. If these statistics cannot be easily obtained. 
without affecting the performance of the driver, then they should 
be·collected on a reduced set of links. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
This project has involved the investigation of the proposed 
Christchurch City Council network and the design of a protocol to 
suit its requirements. 
The various design decisions have been documented in this 
report as well as a definition of the protocol and an outline of 
the implementation in the RSX-118 operating system. 
A protocol design almost identical to .that ptesented has 
been adopted and implemented by the Council, though at the time 
of writing it has not yet been tested. 
Future work may be directed towards an evaluation of th:? 
performance of the network, with refinements being made to the 
LCS driver as the real-time interactions of the different networ~: 
components become clearer. 
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APPENDIX A 
GLOSSARY 
ACK - The message sent from 0n LCS to the data concentrator. 
to acknowledge the reception of a correct message. 
Channel - See link. 
Control Centre - The set of rooms in the Christchurch Civic 
Offices where the. Traffic· Control staff and hardware are located. 
Counting Site On-street locations where triple-loop 
vehicle detectors have been installed. These are the principal 
dGta collectio~ points for the present system. Also known as a 
t~iple-loop surveillance site. 
Data Concentrator 
concentrates data from the 
1.3. 
The PDP11/04 
network of LCSs. 
DC - See data concentrator. 
minicomputer 
See figures 
which 
1.2 and 
Detector - An under-road device which can detect the passage 
of vehicles across it. Information from detectors is used to 
guide the changing of phases at an intersectibn, when the local 
controller is in IVA mode. 
DM10 - The DM10 is the master controller of the present 
system. It converts phase control signals from the HOST into 
coble voltages which it sends to the local controllers to make 
them change phase. The DM10 also controls the s~stem, from 
tra~fic plans stored in it's memory, when the HOST is out of 
action. 
In the new system the DM10 will be replaced by the data 
concentrator. 
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DZ11 A DZ11 is an asynchronous multiplexor used to 
interface 8 LCSs to the data concentrator. 
Executive - Synonym for operating system. 
FIFO 
discipline. 
A queue operating under a First-In-First-Out 
HOST - The PDP11/40 minicomputer which is connected to the 
data concentrator by the Interprocessor Link. 
Instailation One or more controlled intersections 
connected to a single local cohtroller. 
$IODON - An RSX-11S procedure which returns I/0 status 
information to a task when an I/0 request initiated by that task 
is completed. 
IVA - Independent Vehicle Actuation mode for a signal 
installation. Phase switching is performed under the control of 
the local controller's detectors, 
When a signal installation 
independently of all other signal 
instead of the Control 
is in IVA mode it 
installations. 
LCS - Local Controller Supervisor. 
LED - Light-Emmitting Diode. 
Centre. 
Link - The 20-milliamp, twisted-pair cables between the data 
concentrator and an LCS. 
Local Controller - The electronic device. which changes the 
ohases at an installation. 
Mimic Display - A wall mounted map of Christchurch, which 
displays status information on each of the computer-controlled 
intersections. 
NAK - The message sent from an LCS to the data concentrator, 
to reject a message from the data concentrator. 
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Occupancy - The total time for which a single vehicle 
•J~tector registered that a vehicle was present over it's 
J. :- .1.u eLi.. ve 1 oop. Thi·:; vo.lue is the accumulation of times for a 11 
vehicles crossing the loop in a defined counting period. 
Phose - A particular combination of red and green lamps 
which allow a defined set of vehicle movements through an 
:L!;cer·:c: . .;:~ction. Only one ·phose co.n .be opero.tive o.t. o.n1,_r t.lmo::". 
Pseudo Device - A device declared to the RSX-113 
w~lch does not exist physically, but which has 
function. 
E:.v.e cu. ti v:? 
o. logical 
QIO$ - An RSX-11S system directive which is used by tasks to 
Gu0ue an I/0 request to an I/0 device. 
RACK - Reload Acknowledge. 
:Ln Ch.o.pter· 5. 
See FLAGS/TYPE byte description 
RS:/--118 
con cent. r·o. tor·. 
The opernt.ing ·st.(~:.tem used in the dato. 
Silo - A buffer in a DZ11, which can hold up to 64 bytes of 
:::i•:<t.o. ond 64 bvtes. of CCI'JJt.r·ol :i.nfol~matiorl ctssocio.t.ed t,,,:J.t.h tho.L 
do. to .. 
Solicited Message - A message is solicited if it is a 
m~ssage from an LCS which is a response to a message previouslu 
L::: ::.ued b~.r the do. to. con centro. tor. For e:.,~o.rl'tp le REf'ID t···lEHORY. 
Status Return - A messacre issued from an LCS to report a 
change in status of either lhe LCS or the local controller it is 
':: 'J ·oc:::r·v lsi ng.. 
Surveillance Site - See counting site. 
Traffic Plan - A definition, for a 
t.r·o.ff:.Lc inst.o.llations .. of the 1.-1o.y in 
installation change with time. 
set of co-ordinated 
which phases at each 
Traffic Counters - Counting hordwnr~ which is connected to a 
triple-loop vehicle detector and records volume and occupo.ncy 
rtota for the site. 
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Triple-loop Vehicle Detectors - Inductive loops, sunk into 
the road on the main arterial roadways, which are connected to 
traffic counters. As a vehicle passes over the loops it is 
detected and volume and occupancy information in the counters is 
updated. 
Triple-loop Surveillance Site - See counting site. 
TXMNGR - Transaction Manager, a task which runs in the data 
concentrator. 
Unsolicited Message - A message is 
issued spontaneously from an LCS, to 
without prompt from the data concentrator. 
Return message. 
unsolicited if it is 
the data concentrator, 
For example a Status 
Volume - The number of vehicles per unit time recorded at a 
counting site. 
St:art: 
l_ 
Get: next set:-
of doto 
Load doto into 
'Cc:- . L -j memo.r:; USI/7_9 
'Set memor!! 'message j 
Recewe reply 
from LCS 
l 
Error detected bjt 
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APPENDIX B 
The Error Nonitor Programme 
LCS in 'Set memo01 ·------ Ye.5 
Send ·Read men?or.!f ·' 
raessoge to. L C S 
l 
Receive rep(!j 
-from LCS 
~ 
Error detected b.!J 
LCSin 'Read memory' 
mes.so_ge 
I ~I 
1 
lest: each Byte oF 
doto sent og01hst 
data read bock 
l 
Log on!! errors 
Ye5 Increment error count 
--------
lo_g error 
Flow chart of Link Error Monitor pro.3rom 
FORTRAN IV V02.2-5 SUN 11~MAY-80 15:57:54 F'f':tGE 64 
.• :OF' 6: t·.!. !.. ~:;; T ::" DP<':.: FJ:;:r;:i·1DN 
r···, 
r...• 
1.::: 
c.: 
000:1. 
()() 0 ~\·~ 
() () 0 ~:) 
0004 
000~5 
000.::; 
0007 
c 
() () () ~J 
000'? 
() () :1. () 
(: 
OOl :1. 
()0 :1. r·, .. ::. 
c 
0013 
c 
() () :!. i{. 
() 0 :1. ~.:.:; 
00:1. (,) 
001 '"" I 
00 :1. ~:l 
001 9 
() () ;~·: () 
0021 
() () ~·~ :~·:: 
c 
() () ~:·:·: ::::) 
c~ 
c 
c 
()() ~:~ 4 
00~::!5 
()()26 
00?7 
0020 
c 
c 
c 
() () ~-~ ~) 
0030 
003:1. 
0032 
0033 
003~.:.:. 
c: 
()():36 
003'./' 
oo::5B 
0 () ~·3 ') 
004:1. 
MONITOR FOR COMMUNICATION ERRORS BETWEEN LCS AND PDP:I.l/40 
Ii'·~TEGEF< EF~F<, TYPE, TF;~i~tCE, THPEE 
INTEGER EFLG,SFRDF,TWFAL.TFRAL,TFTMO 
REAL LCSERR,PDPERR 
BYTE CHARS(:I.28),CODE<42),MEMREDC42),f...CSADR<3),RESP<42> 
BYTE DMYC9),HMS(8) 
COMMON I DIAG I TRACE 
COMMON I COMMS I LUN,EFLG,SFRDF,TWFAL,TFRAL,TFTMO 
DATA IOSME,IONAK, IORME,IOSST I 6,2:1., 10,5 I 
DATA LCSADR I 40,229,:1.92 I 
DATA THREE I 3 I 
c i~H .. !... (1 ~) ~3 I G N ( 6 .• .' D F' 6 : L 0 G F :[ l... E . :0 {1 T I ·' () ) 
EFL.Ci:::: :1. <~> 
INTVAL.=10800 LOGGING INTERVAL FOR 
I'< 0 U i\1 T :::: 0 
I... UN:::: :1. 
1 ... ::::42 
TF~t':C[::::() 
Tl~:(iNUl'i::::O 
N)<T CHr~:::: :1. 
L C S 1:: F: r;: :::: 0 
P:OPEF~F;;::::() 
~3i'·!T CNT '""o· 
F: C •,) C i\! T :::: 0 
SUMMARY MESSAGES. 
HOW MANY MESSAGES SENT 
THJ~3 It---!TEF~t.'f.:,L. 
LCS LOGICAL UNIT t 
:H: BYTE~:; TO l\E?i:O 
TF~t,CE: Fl...?~,n 
TRANSACTION NUMBER 
F'OINTE:R TO NEXT CHAR. 
NUMBER OF ERRORS P:OP --) LCS 
NUMBER OF ERRORS L.CS --) PDP 
COUNT OF TRANSACTIONS PDP --) LCS 
COUNT OF TRANSACTIONS LCS --) P:OP 
INITIALISE ARRAY OF ASCII CHARACTERS 
DO 20 I:::::J., t;::G 
C H 1'::, F~ ~; < I ) :::: I ··· :1. 
.;:~0 COI··JT I NUE 
CODE(1)=229 ! E5 
CODE<2>=192 ! CO 
SET UP THE NEXT 40 BYTE MESSAGE 
30 TRANUM=TRANUM+:I. INCREMENT TRANSACTION NUMBER 
DD 40 J::::3 .. 42 
CODE(l)=CHARS<NXTCHR> 
i""-~:X:TCHJ~:::::NXTCHF;:+ 1 
IFCNXTCHR.GT.128>NXTCHR=1 
40 CONTINUE 
50 CALL LSEND(LUN, IOSME:,L,CODE,ERR) 
~31"--l'"f'CNT::::f)NTCNT + :1. 
I<OUNT::::h:OU!···!·r + :1. 
IF<KOUNT.LT. INTVAL)GO TO 55 
. r·:.:oU!\!T '"'o 
SUN 11:·MAY-80 15:57:54 PM1E 65 
, :0 P 6 : \ .. ,! . 1... :: ; . I :::: (I r:' ;;.~ : E r:: r:: f·i D N 
()()-<"}2 
00l}:.3 
0044 
00-<t!':i 
c 
0046 
004f.l 
0049 
() () ~:; 1 
0052 
() ()!5:3 
00 ::; :::; 
OO!':i? 
()()~.)!'} 
()()6() 
0061 
("' ,,
()() 6~:: 
006~3 
006A 
0066 
~~) ()l; '7 
006(3 
0069 
c 
0()/:1. 
007::3 
00'74 
r-
" oo-n:; 
0076 
()()7'? 
00)'9 
c 
OOBO 
008:1. 
0082 
OOB:3 
() () ~3~:; 
OOB6 
008'? 
0088 
OOB9 
c 
()090 
0091 
()() ~-:;~:: 
0094 
0095 
()()<?6 
00?'7 
c 
0099 
0:1.0:1. 
\ :: t:1l ... L D ;:-·!iT: \ :0 r·l Y ) 
c:: t; I. .. I... T l i'"i E ( H H ~:;; ) 
WRITE<6, 15>:0MY.HMS 
WRITE<6. 14)SNTCNT,LCSERR,RCVCNT,PDPERR.TRANUM 
~:',' .. i JF'([F::h:. E::D. 0)00 TO '?() 
LCSERR~LCSERR+1 ! ERROR IF GET TO HERE 
IF ( ( l...C:3EF<F:+PDPEi~:r<). GE. :::;o) GC:t TO 9'?99 ·' TOO l'it,N'Y El~:l:<ot:;:~3 SO STOP 
C(1l...L :Ot';l[ ( :Oi"JY) 
C(il...l... ·r I ;···'IF ( HI·IS) 
IF<ERR.GE.O>GD TO 65 
6 0 I F ( E F~ F: . E 0 . .. .. 4 ) I,..J F: l T E ( l> .• l ) D 1···1 Y , H i'•i n , T F: (i N U f'1 ! Pli F~ I T Y E ~~ F:: D F~ 
I F < E I< i~: . [ 0 . .. .. 6 <S ) kl r< I T E ( 6 .. ~:: ) :0 J···i Y .• H i'l ;;; , T r~ ,.~~, N U r···i ! F !=~ (:·, i~l I N G E r:: r:: 0 ::< 
GO TU ~:_:_;o 
(~~5 I)!;:JTI::((), :::;):Od/ .. H!·l~:;_, TF\:r-'!NI..Ji'i 
uo ·To ;'.:;o 
/0 Ctrl...!... I...F<EC'J(I...UN, TYPE,I:~LEN, F~E~:;r:·, EF<:F<:) 
l~:Ct)CNT ::::F~C')CN T + :1. 
I F ( 'f ·y· r· E . E: 0 . I 0 n ~:; T ) G D T D D 0 
Cf..)L.l... :Oi~TE ( ONY) 
C(il...l... ·r I i·IF ( Hi"ib) 
F' D F'F I? F: :::: i> D F' E r;:F: + :1. 
J F ( ( 1.. C U [ r;: F~ + F' :0 P E F~: F< ) . C E . ~~-~ 0 ) U 0 'l U ? 9 ? '? 
IFCTYPE.NE. IONAK>GO 10 75 
WRITEC6,4)DMY,HMS,TRANUM 
CU TO ~.'10 
75 WRITEC6,5)DMY,HMS,TRANUM,TYPE 
/ '? C: t"1 L.!.. 1...1:.· ;;: C: '.) ( L.I..J !··.! , T \' F' E , r:: LEN .. l~; F 3 r· .. E F~ l~: ) 
IF<Eh:r::. i\!E. 2)GU TO ·./'/ 
Ci () T 0 ~:; 0 . 
!BLOCK LENGTH ERROR 
TOO MANY ERRORS SO SlOP 
UNEXPECTED RESPONSE 
Fl...UHH OU~:::UE 
80 CALL l...bENDCI...UN, IORME,THREE .. l...CSADR,ERR> ! REQUEST TO READ LCS M~ G 
!-3NTCN"f:::~;::i".!TCNT + :1. 
t<DUN'f"::::IO:UUi\!T + :1. 
IF<KOUN'f.LT. INTVAL)GO TO 90 
I·~ DUI·l T "" 0 
Cr~il...l... [lt,TE ( Dl"·iY) 
C tr i...!... ·r I fti E ( H i''l ~:) ) 
hi F; I T C < ,<, . :l. ;') ) D 1·1 y· , H !'vi ::;; 
INCREMENT MESSAGES SENT C~~: 
I,.Jr:: :~:·r c ( .:;:· .. :1. 4) ~::.N TCi"-l"l', Lc~:;cr<l::: .. l:~c')CN T, F':OPEFm, ·n:;:r.)Nun 
90 CALL LRECV<I...UN,TYPE,RLEN,MEMRED,EF:R) 
RCVCNT~RCVCNTtl ! INCREMENT MESSAGES RECEIVED COUNT 
IF<TYPE. EO. IDF~r··1E)GD TO :1.:1.0 
cr-:ll...L fir:'1 T C ( DhY) 
C(il...l... ·r I h[ < Hi1S) 
F':OF'LPJ?::: F'DF'EF:F<+ l 
! SOME SORT OF EF:ROR IF YOU REACH HE c 
IF( <LCSE::F:R+PDPERR>.GE.50)G0 TO ??9? !TOO MANY ERRORS SD STOP 
IF(TYPE.NE. IONAK>GD TO 100 
WRITE(6,4):0MY,HMS,TRANUM ! NAK BY I...CS 
FORTRGN IV V02.2-5 SUN 11-MAY-80 15:57:54 
jDP6:~ LST=DP6:ERRMON 
0:1.02 GO Hi DO 
c: 
0103 100 WRITE(6,5>DMY,HMS,TRANUM,TYPE UNEXPECTED RESPONSE 
0104 105 CALL LRECVCLUN,TYPE,RLEN,RESP,ERR) ! FLUSH QUEUE 
0105 IF<ERR.NE.2>GO TO 105 
010? GO TO 80 
c 
0108 110 IFCERR.EQ.O>GO TO 170 
0110 CALL DATECDMY> ERROR IF GET TO HERE 
O:Llt 
0112 
0113 
0.1 :t5 
0117 
0:1.1? 
0121 
012:~: 
c: 
c 
Cf-~L.L TII"'iE ( Hf'i~)) 
F' DF' E R F: :::: P DPE!~: l~.: + 1 
IF( (LCSERR+PDPERR>.GE.50>GO TO 9999 
IFCERR.NE.-4>GO TO 120 
WRITE<6,6)DMY,HMS,TRANUM 
GO TO 30 
120 IF<ERR.NE.-66)80 TO 130 
WRITE<6.7>DMY,HMS,TRANUM 
GO TO :?)0 
! TOO MANY ERRORS SO STOP 
0123 130 GO TO (140,150,160,170)ERR 
0124 
() l :2~i 
i~) l :2(:.. 
Ol2B 
012? 
01::50 
o:t:.;1 
O:i.32 
0134 
0:1.36 
c 
f''• 
• .... 
c 
WRITE(6,8>DMY,HMS,TRANUM 
GO TO 30 
140 WRITEC6,9)DMY,HMS,TRANUM 
GO TO 30 
150 WRITE(6,10>DMY,HMS,TRANUM 
GO TO 30 
160 WRITEC6~11>DMY,HMS,TRANUM 
DO :LBO J:::::~, lJ.;~ 
BLOCK LENGTH ERROR 
:L i:3 () 
IFC CODE<I>.EQ.MEMRED(l) >GO TO 180 
WRITEC6,12)DMY,HMS,TRANUM,CDDE<I>,MEMRED<I>,I 
CONTINUE 
0137 9999 WRITE(6, 13)DMY,HMS 
() l :.3t~ 
013') 
WRITEC6,14>SNTCNT,LCSERR,RCVCNT.PDPERR,TRANUM 
UiLL CLOSE(6) 
0140 1 FORMATC1X.9A1,2X,8A1.2X, 't ',Fl:t.O,' LCS- PARITY ERROR~> 
0141 2 FOi=<i'il-=iT<1X .. 9i=iL;.?X,8;=iL2X .. ·':iJ: ',FJ.1.0, 1 LCS -- FR!::;f"-HNG EF{l~DF:') 
0142 3 FORMAT<1X.9A1,2X,8A1.2X, 'I ',F11.0,' LCS- BLOCK ERROR') 
0143 4 FORMAT(1X,9A1,2X,8A1,2X, 't ',F11.0,' LCS- NAK ERROR') 
0144 5 FORMAT<1X.9A1,2X,8A1,2X, 't ',Fll.O,' PDP UNEXPTD RESPONSE',I6> 
0145 6 FORMAT<1X,9A1,2X,8A1,2X, 'I ',Fll.O,' PDP- PARITY ERROR') 
0146 7 FDF:i~lt"!T(j_)<,9{l:l.;,?X,8A:i.,;::X, _,,II, ',Fl:t.O, ·' PDP -·.FH~,i"iiNG EF:F\DF~') 
o 1 <1? 8 F DF:f'it:,T < 1 x _. 9r:i l .. ~:::x, Bt=t 1, ;;::x, ~ 1 ·' , F 1 :t . o .. ' PDt-· ··- Ur·~l{NOHN EF:l~;C!l~: ~ > 
01-·49 
O:l5:i. 
() 15::? 
9 FORMAT(1X.9Al,2X,8A1,2X, 't ',Fil.O, ~ 
l () ;=·(JF:rili T ( 1 >< .' 'i .. i~ 1. ~\ 2)( ·' ~3{:1 :l.' ~=~>< .. ,. =lF _, 1 t=-:t1. (J _, ~-
.ll F"(JF;~l~··i{i·r< 1){1 ':/t=·~,J..: ;;:~><} f.~{il.~ ~~::){; ···:n: ./} F'J.l. () .. : 
l ~~ :=- cr E~ r·1 1~ ·r < 1 ):: _, 9 r~ 1 } ~? )~ _, ~3 t:-:1 .· ;.:: x: .. _, =~ , .t 1=- 11 . (i .1 , 
13 FDRMAT<1X.9A1.2X.8Al.4X, I ***FINAL 
PDP- BLOCK ERROR') 
PDP- NO LCS RESPONSE'> 
PDP- CHECKSUM ERROR') 
PDP- ',I4.2X.I4.2X,I4) 
F;~EF'OF<T *** ... ) 
FORTRAN TV V02.2-5 SUN 11-MAY-80 15:57:54 PAGE 67 
, DF'6: l) i .':: C••=DP6: EF~F:i·ION 
0 :i. 5:5 t. ';. F 0 P i"·hY!" ( t;<, ' F' :0 P ' , F :!. :1. . 0 ; ~~X , F :1. :1. . 0 , ' L u; ' , F 1. :1. . 0 , £:X , F 11 . 0 , 3 )C F 11 . 0 ) 
0154 ·~ FORMATC:I.Xi9A1,2X,8A:I.,4X,' ***INTERIM REPORT***') 
0155 ~~;TOP 
0:1.56 EN:O 
FORTRAN IV STORAGE MAP FOR PROGRAM UNIT .MAIN. 
U)UiL t)r'iF~ L~J3LI::S.. . PSECT ·:i;D(i T ~~.. SI :Z.E == 000512 ( 165. l~li.)F:DS) 
j\1(,f'"j[ ·r·y·r:-r:: OFF' SET 
ERl\ T :-~:;.~ (;() () .·:}4 ::l L 
I tJr· .. !;:::tr< J ::< -~:: 0004:~:4 
IOSST I ~~~2 !)()0 4 :·5() 
LCSEPP F~ ::-;.~ ~1 0004~50 
F\ Ct.)C::N T F~;?<-4 000500 
.. I.HF.:EE 1 · .. vr;: 00043~:: ··!-;.-: .. 
Nt·,t--!E TYPE 
I I,,,,::-... r- -~-
I OR dE I;.~<~:: 
t{DUNT J>);:? 
N:X:TCHJ:;: I;{<;,~ 
F<LEN l~;f-:4 
TRt,NUi"l ~:< ~{< L~ 
OFFSE:T 
000504 
() (j () l} ~=: ,_-:) 
000/ff:,:,~ 
() () () ..:'-} ~? ~·::· 
ooo:so6 
0()()-.:l(:r(y 
NAME TYPE OFFSET 
INTVAL I*2 000460 
IOSME I*2 000422 
L I*2 000464 
PDPERR R*4 000454 
SNTCNT R*4 000474 
TYPE I*2 000446 
COMMON BLOCK /DIAG /, SIZE = 000002 < 
TY'PE OFFSET TYPE OFF~3E·r TYPE OFFSET 
000000 
COMMON BLOCK /COMMS /, SIZE = 000014 f::,. IJ.JDF:D~:;;) 
NtidE 
L.UN 
Tt•..lF (iL 
lYPE 
T ·.!.··? 
·- ,,..,,_ 
OFFSET 
000000 
() () () () (:1 (j 
N1:':Ji'iE 
EFLG 
TYPE OFF~3ET 
1>}:2 00000:2 
NAME TYPE OFFSET 
SFRDF I;{-::2 000004 
TFTMO I*2 000012 
LOCAL AND COMMON ARRAYS: 
N{=·:ME TYPE 
CHi;~~S L;J<::t 
CODE L*:l. 
DMY L*l 
Hi'-1:::; 1...::{<1 
LC:3i;:OF: L::J;:t 
!··,tEi"iF:ED un 
RESP !...::}:: 1 
~-;ECTION OFFSET 
·:J:.Di:iT(1 0() (;(){)() 
~f>Df':T ~~ 0()0~:~()() 
·:J; J.Hi T ;-; O(j()lt() l 
$Df.:lT~l 0(}()41? 
·:J;Dt-i T ~~ ()()()3~::4 
$Dt1Tf.) () 0 () ~=-~ !5 ;:~ 
·:]i.:01;T 1=i () () () ~~} ::;:~ ~? 
------SIZE----- DIMENSIONS 
OOOO:l.:l. 
0000:1.0 
ooooo:.:=; 
£: :t . ) ( -~~+ ~:·:: ) 
5.) (I?) 
.<l-_) (t;!) 
;;:: . ) C:!)) 
~=~:t~) (l}~::) 
~2l.) (4~2) 
SUBROUTINES, FUNCTIONS, STATEMENT AND PROCESSOR-DEFINED FUNCflONS: 
N(;hE TYPE N{1i"'JE TYPE Ni::!I··!E TYPE Ni;!···iE TYPE 
:Ot1TE r(>K4 L!=<EC'·.J T -:.J/.r) ~- ..-p .-:... L.SEND I*Z SETEF\:i''i R:*l? 
PAGE 68 
PAGE 6 
APPENDI\ C 
STATISTICS BLOCK FORMAT 
Whenever a task issues a QIO$ with function code IO.GCS <Get 
c;-~ ;J. n·n e 1 :3t.=:~ t.i S t .. i ::·;:.)} ·po r·o.rr~;? t.::?i..... i eo·u.Ct l t;:} t-h2 G.. d. d ·r-·e~.·::. Ct f t.l-t·,.= 
buffer and parameter 2 equal to the size of the buffer. the 
following block of data is returned to the task. All counter 
read1ngs refer to the number of occurences since the counters 
1_.-• .r :== :-· 2 l Ct ·:=. t. r· 2 G. d . . 
·c:;-F:3ET BLC1CK 
------ -----
number of SET PHASE 
number of STATUS RETURN 
-z _ . .,
--·} ~ number of SEND SYSTEM STATUS 
me·::.:.ages i ::;:.·::.ued. 
number of COUNTER SERVICE 
rr;e·::.:.·:=-Gg·e:::- i:.·5tted. 
number of RESPONSE TO.COUNTER 
SERVICE messaaes received. 
total number of TIME CHECK, 
SET MEMORY, READ MEMORY 
and RESPONSE TO READ MEMORY . 
messaaes received. 
10 number of data concentrator timeouts 
11 number of LCS timeouts 
STATISTICS BLOCK FORMAT PAGE 7() 
12 number of messages received with 
bad pa ramet.er·s 
13 number of messages received with 
checksum en-·ors 
14 number of messages received with 
15 number of messages received with 
16 number of messages received with 
o•._,oerrun er-rors 
17 number of R;,: loop breo.knges 
18 num.be·r of T··' 
''· 
lCH)p bl~eakcq;:re-:=. 
19 number of f!ie·ESO.ges received ,.,Jhi ch 
were unrecognisable 
